Abstract. Depth study of the internal operating rules and mechanisms for transport network system theoretically comprehensive system to fully grasp the transportation network in the micro and macro levels of different complexity, improve traffic network system design and management, it has become China's social and economic development the significant demand. Based on the theory of complex networks, integrated management science, computer simulation traffic assignment model and technology disciplines, such as the complexity of network traffic study aims to analyze the general characteristics of large-scale traffic network topology has revealed micro and macro levels the intrinsic link between exploration of complex transportation network operating rules and mechanisms, provide new perspectives and decision-making basis for future design and management of transport networks.
and operation of public transportation systems, we can be attributed to the two cases to represent the organization OD bus lines between Fig. 1 (a) represents the i to j and return from j to i line, and in some cases, city bus lines also Fig. 1 (b) a situation in which start and end point of the bus lines are i, constitute the public transport network referred to in the "ring". Based on the model, based on researchers by changing the factors put forward a variety of weighted network evolution model, trying to explain the formation mechanism more realistic actual network. This paper will elaborate on the content and status of basic mechanisms of evolution of network structure stability is also an important part of this part of the study, which studies complex networks and the ability to withstand unexpected failure malicious attacks, which can prevent emergencies and for people to improve the robustness of the system play a role in this part of the study is normally achieved by computer simulation.
Topological statistical characteristic of complex networks
With the deepening of globalization, accelerate the pace of social life, transportation supply chain network nodes involved more and more and more complex structure, facing more pressures and challenges, consumers increasingly transportation service quality requirements higher. The use of complex network theory can reveal the overall macroscopic properties, dynamics of transportation supply chain network formation change process, analyze the stability and resilience transportation service supply chain network, to help us with a new perspective to look at the transportation supply chain network. Degree and degree distribution point is defined two networks are very important for all statistical characteristics of nodes and edges of the total number of nodes connected to the specific formula is as follows:
(1) Where aij is the network adjacency matrix A of the elements used to indicate the presence or absence of the edge between two points, aij = 1 means there is an edge between the point i and the point j, otherwise not. In different networks represented the meaning is different in social networks, it can be used to indicate the degree of the individual's influence and importance, the greater the individual, the greater their influence, role in the organization of it, and vice versa . represents the probability distribution network in all points of the distribution function of the dead, in order to reduce the statistical error and improve the fitting precision of expression generally used is the cumulative probability distribution function: 
In the empirical study, researchers have found many interesting phenomena, various transportation networks have a lot in common, they all obey the power-law degree distribution point, with or without small-scale nature of the world and nature. They also recognize that the traffic flow in a transportation network plays a very important role, to the point of strength, weight and other topological properties of in-depth analysis and research.
Data analysis and results
Space Network has especially transportation network studies obtained in a number of research areas GlS. GlS vast majority of applications only use traditional methods such as the shortest path search, the nearest building or commercial outlets search, compute nodes in the network or roads flow capacity. does not provide applications and software beyond the standard kit further than application functionality, geographers who are not familiar with such as random graphs, complex network theory. Therefore, this article will be based GlS and geospatial network to discuss urban street network. Bus network topology characteristics were analysis, Fig. 2 shows the relationship between the number of connections and the cumulative probability between transit network, and Fig. 3 for double logarithmic graph. City street network is the basis of socio-economic and physical facilities of people's lives, the nature of urban road network design and pattern for better planning of urban roads, pedestrian and traffic flow study law and choose the location of commercial outlets have considerable significance. Study the topological properties of the urban road network. Combining GIS and complex networks. Although our study is each city developed under different historical! Economic and cultural conditions, but show surprisingly similar pattern, and random networks, but also improve the planning and advance through different cities.
Unlike other network traffic is characterized by the weighted complex networks, network traffic is social and economic networks, which is a stream of people, have the ability to judge selection, selection of the optimal route based on his economic costs. Therefore, in considering the overall network, consider the reaction of the crow. People's choice will affect the overall performance of the transport network. Traffic areas of scientific research that the transport infrastructure network traffic is to give travelers a service, the service level of traffic and traffic is relevant. Consider the choice of travel routes, and the system of collective choice because travelers' presents different states, which in turn affects the travelers' travel time and money.
Summary
This paper follows the general understanding of things research ideas, according to research from the empirical modeling of theoretical priorities, focus on the characteristics of the transport network, progressive approach to the complex nature of the traffic on the topology of the network, in-depth study of the internal mechanism of the system. Traveler discovery and network traffic based on cost related to the options, and then reverse impact study topological properties of the underlying transport network for travel behavior on transport networks, evaluate proposed transport network efficiency indicators. Finally, the transport network services to provide transport services consisting of transportation supply chain research, describes the future of transportation and supply chain research content.
